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1. The chip’s size consumes more cost on the cutting 

of size. The imagining area increased obviously and 

doctor can capture the image conveniently although 

the cost increased.

2. Professional image processing software with rapid 

image processing by one key diagnosis, it is most 

convenient for dentists’ usage.

3. The control box is made of golden ABS resin same materials 

as sensor head. More wear-resisting and compressive resistance

4. The cable can bend 100 thousand times in 180 degree and be repaired or changed, 

furthest ensuring product usage. Adopting eight cored wire in international 

standard, each wire contains 16 twisted-pair, ensuring normal data transmission 

of sensor and picture quality.
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All software adopt 

international universal 

DICM medical 

communication transport

 protocols, it is convenient 

for medical proof and 

ensures dentist rights to 

maximum extent.

The Twain setting is 

compatible with existing 

partnerships’ software 

directly. So doctors can 

use our equipment 

directly without 

replacement software.

Shell is made of non-mental 

ABS resin material with only

 1 mm thickness, avoiding 

conductive defect of mental

 shell and to some extent 

ensuring shell strength, 

so that chip can be better 

protected.

USB 3.0 connector adapts 

the popular USB3.0 

transport protocols, higher

 compatibility and more 

stable signal transmission.
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The software is compatible with all the Microsoft system, 
no need to worry about the install system problem.

Digital usage mode: Faster and more convenient, digital 

imagining directly only in 3 seconds.

The different choice of tooth marks is complying with 

dentists’ habits, making high proficiency.
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More selecting for 
languages, and it is 
convenient to install 
and usage.

Split design. Separating the 
sensor image acquisition device
and processing equipment, it 
reduces the possibility of failure, 
and save the maintenance cost to
maximum extent.

Shell is used with smooth

chamfered corner design, 

making patients feel more 

comfort after putting in 

mouth.
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Smooth Chamfered Corner Design



AT-301 AT-302
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Come with Ateco into the new digital era
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